Impact of Digitalization for
the Treasury Function
The better the question. The better the answer.
The better the world works.

Digital Treasury| New Pressures
There are four forces disrupting the Finance/Treasury Function
And Finance leaders are under
pressure like never before:

Digital

Data

58% of finance leaders say they need to
build their understanding of digital, smart
technologies and sophisticated data analytics

57% of group CFOs believe that the
delivery of data and advanced analytics will
be a critical capability for tomorrow’s finance
function

52%

Can’t focus on strategic
priorities by delegating
responsibilities because of
lack of necessary skills in the
finance team

Say their current finance
function does not have the
right mix of capabilities to
meet the demands of future
strategic priorities

Risk and uncertainty

57% of finance leaders believe that risk
management will be a critical capability in the
future

Stakeholder scrutiny and
regulation

71% of finance leaders say they will
increasingly be responsible for the ethics of
decision-making in support of their
organisation’s purpose

51%

47%

Can’t focus on strategic
priorities because of
increasing operational
responsibilities

Can’t focus on strategic
priorities because of time
spent on compliance, controls
and costs

56%

The DNA of the CFO: The disruption of the CFO’s DNA, EY,
2017
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Digital Treasury | Explosive growth has barely begun

58%
of finance leaders say they need to build their
understanding of digital, smart technologies
Mobile

Big Data

Cloud Computing

and sophisticated

data analytics.

EY’s “DNA of the CFO”, May 2017

Social

Financial Software

Robotics

Robots are taking over
corporate finance
departments, performing work that often
“

“Global IT Robotic Automation Market is

required whole teams of people.”
— The New Bookkeeper is a Robot, The Wall Street Journal
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growing with a CAGR of

60.9%

from 2015 to 2022

Digitalization

“
totally
changes the role of what finance does”
– Safra Catz, Oracle CEO

Digital Treasury | Technology plus people
Building the future finance function: technology plus people

47%

of respondents say their current finance function
does not have the right mix of capabilities to
meet its future priorities

65%

of respondents say that standardizing and
automating processes and building agility and
quality into processes is a significant priority

57%

of respondents say that building skills in
predictive and prescriptive analytics is critical

58%

of respondents say combining state-of-the-art
technology with process improvement will be a
major focus

Source: EY’s “DNA of the CFO”, May 2017

In the future finance function, the finance career path, skills and operating model will be transformed
Organizations should:
Seek non-traditional skills
Increase focus on business partnering
Look at new ways to hire, develop and retrain people
Revise the operating model
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Digital Treasury | Enabling Technologies
01

Advanced data analytics and
forecasting

02

How this Technology helps:
▶

▶

▶

▶

How this Technology helps :

Improve ability to predict outcomes –
and manage strategic risk – through
scenario analysis and forecasting

▶

▶

Better understand the financial impact of
key strategic and operational decisions

▶

Provide better and faster information to key
stakeholders, from investors to supervisory boards

▶

Improve enterprise performance measurement by
combining financial and non-financial data

04

AI

▶
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Cloud & SaaS

Improve consistency, control and
traceability
Improve quality through reduction in error
rates
Overcome systems fragmentation by
consolidating data from disparate systems

▶

▶

▶

Reduce costs, as organizations only pay
for what they use
Provide greater flexibility, in terms of
adopting new technologies and flexing to
changes in demand
Improve disaster recovery, as back-up
solutions and capacity can be accessed from
anywhere, taking into account different
circumstances, such as loss of power

Blockchain

How this Technology helps :

Improve strategic insight by analyzing unstructured
data and helping business analysts find signals and
patterns in large data sets

Improve risk management by identifying patterns in large
data sets that are indicative of fraud or other concerns

September 2018

03

How this Technology helps :

Reduce costs significantly by automating
key finance processes

05

How this Technology helps :
▶

Robotic Process Automation

EY Digital Treasury

▶

▶

▶

Streamline finance processes, such as contract enforcement,
by integrating delivery and payment into the contract itself
Increase IT security, utilizing the unprecedented protection that
blockchain offers against fraud and hacking
Improve transparency by accessing accurate transaction data from
across your company’s extended value chain

Digital Treasury | A New Operating Model
The future finance operating model needs to focus the best people on key
priorities and deliver a smarter, more forward-looking and resilient finance
function
Tomorrow’s operating model

Today’s operating model

Smarter

Better aligned to the business
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Tomorrow’s
operating model

More forward-looking

More resilient

Digital Treasury | Role of the CFO
CFO

CVO
Strategy and
Performance

Agile Finance
10%

Adapt your finance function to the digital
and global challenge

Trusted Accounting
50%

Be a trusted partner
for external stakeholder

Controlling Excellence
20%

Be an internal business
partner for value creation

CFO Programs
5%

5%

Manage complex transformation
programs & be the advisor of the CEO

Corporate Finance &
Portfolio
Advise on corporate structures
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Assess your finance
performance and define your
transformation goals and
principles

Accounting
Framework
Drive one chart of account
and global consistent
accounting structures

Steering & Data
Model

Finance Target
Operating Model
Design your future finance
function governance and
operations

Business Integrity,
Controls &
Compliance
Protect data, ensure effective
risk management

Financial Planning,
& Analysis

Align steering objectives,
reporting dimensions and
information requirements with
finance data model

Keep financial transparency
out of streamlined PBF

Finance for
Carve Outs

Finance for M&A
Integration

Create a standalone finance
organization and support deal
execution

Drive finance integration from
Day 1 readiness to
integrated operation

Holding concept &
legal entity
rationalization

IPO & Capital
markets

Aligning holding, tax, legal
entity and operational
structure with strategy

EY Digital Treasury

Your pathway to successful
stock listing and
refinancing

Global Business
Services
Utilize global skills and
workforce to create an agile
service delivery model

Process Excellence
Shifts towards End to End
processes to achieve
seamless operations and
create transformation
readiness for true GBS

Business Controlling
Support key business
decisions through new
Controlling methods

Business Unit
Formation
Transform finance operations
to new divisional structure
(steering, organization,
processes and reporting)

Tax steering and
modelling
Ensuring BEPS and other
regulatory compliance as well
as business oriented tax
solutions

People Excellence
Align new finance target
operating model, digital
changes and global service
delivery model with
people skills & needs

Accounting Change
Generate value out of new
financial statements by
aligning business with
accounting opportunities

Digital Finance
Utilize Robotics, Process
Mining and S/4 HANA to
enable Digital Finance

Accounting
Outsourcing
Last mile outsourcing to
ensure global compliance of
local accounting & tax

10%

10%

S/4 & Reporting
Smart Analytics
Generate business value out
of data insights

Enterprise Cost
Reduction
Foster resource effectiveness
and efficiency from
lean operations

Treasury & Cash
Management
Foster resource effectiveness
and efficiency from
lean operations

Ensure consistent financial
and non-financial reporting to
be adaptive to ad-hoc
requests, out of system and
tool empowered reporting

Business
Alliances
Management
Create competitive
advantages from
focused ecosystems

30%

30%

Portfolio
Management
Product profitability analysis
and alignment of portfolio
with business strategy, M&A
activities and operating
model

20%

Digital Treasury | Finance headcount will be impacted
Accounting

-80% FTE

• Real time posting out of value chain
data
• Blockchain enables Distributed Ledger
with consistent postings / data
• Industry 4.0 will automate postings to a
high degree
• In memory technology will enable real
time closing

• Automation of rule based,
transactional activities with RPA
• RPA already has material impact
on less complex rules, new digital
processes, pattern recognition
and machine learning will
automate also complex activities
• GBS experts will focus on
exceptions and monitoring

-50% FTE

Global Business Services

-40% FTE
Controlling
• Refocus from “scorekeeper” to value
partner
• Major shift in required skills
• Automation of planning, budgeting and
forecasting
• Reporting will be automated by
machine learning

+20%
Security, Risk, Fraud &
Compliance

+/-0
• Unchanged in numbers but
strong repositioning of required
skills
• Government will automate
taxation

Tax
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• Stronger focus on predictive fraud pattern analytics
• Digitalization requires new cyber security skills

New Teams
Expert Teams
(Analytics, etc.)

Digital Treasury | New structures will develop
Group Finance

GBS

Business Units
CEO

Current set up

CEO

CFO
Group
Contr.

M&A

Tax

Local Finance

Trea
sury

Risk &
Compli
ance

CEO
GBS

CFO

CFO
BU
Controlling

AP, AR,
FA, GL, IA

Group
Acct.
Cons.

TR
BP

Tax
BP

Local
Acct.

Local
Contr.

New skills

Future set up

CEO

Risk &
Security

CVO

Epic
agile
teams

Tax

TR

GA
C

• Continuous reorganization epic agile teams
in response to changing business challenges
(Carve Out, new Business Units, etc.)
• Transforming from a functional to an agile
lead organization
• Corporate Multiple location
• Global data transparency and availability
enables central services
• HQ has capabilities to provide better services
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GBS
CoE
Analytics,
Tax,
Cons.,

O2C, P2P,
A2R, H2R

• GBS set up as true end-to-end organization
managing the majority of backoffice and
certain front office activities
• GBS workforce numbers being reduced out
of digital processing
• CoE set up as shared expert teams that can
provide advise and support on complex data /
digital enabler

EY Digital Treasury

CEO

BU
Controlling

• BU to manage non-uniform grouping of units /
product portfolios driven by regional business
needs
• BU focus on business controlling to provide
insights to business
• CoE provides guidance / support on complex
Controlling tasks, tools and data

MD

• Local focus on accountability business
performance pushed closer to the front line
through smaller, more focused units
• Corporate Finance, CoE and GBS provides
expert services to local

Digital Treasury | Treasury becomes a key finance discipline
Interest and FX risks
►

Cash management

Full understanding of underlying

►

and external cash movements

business transactions and resulting

FX effects
►

►

►

incl. plan/actual comparison

Enabler

Sufficient capabilities to identify,
valuate, report and simulate risks

Compliance

Steering of liquidity based on
short-/mid- and long-term planning

Steering of related risks (prevention/
shifting/hedging)

Full understanding of both internal

Consistent Treasury
Management System
with transparent
reporting

►

Full control over outgoing liquidity

►

Transparency of costs (bank
accounts, interests, fees, margins)

Valuation, accounting & reporting

►

Continuous audit-trail

►

Consistent usage of market data

►

Segregation of duties & 4-eyes principle

►

Consistent valuations and

►

Avoidance of manual data transformation

►

Efficient and effective administration of
both bank and system authorizations

integrated postings
►

Standardized and automated
reporting (‘push the button’)

Full understanding and steering of risks as well as protection of liquidity is key within an environment
which is compliant to both internal policies and external regulations
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Digital Treasury | Trends & developments in corporate treasuries
Centralization

Reduce cost
&
Create value
Automation

Bank independence

Reduce risk
&
Improve control
Risk quantification
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►

Centralized treasury organization

►

SSC/Payment factory

►

In-house bank

►

Single ERPs/TMS

►

Seamless IT interfaces

►

Dematerialization of paper

►

Straight-through processing (STP)

►

Wallet distribution/sizing

►

(Refined) funding strategy

►

Bank connectivity (SWIFT)

►

Standardization (SEPA, XML20022)

►

Holistic approach to risk categories

►

Liquidity risk

►

Advanced quantification techniques
(at-risk figures)

Digital Treasury | Trends & developments in corporate treasuries

Transparent and consistent
treasury reporting
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Integrated risk & hedging process

Cash pooling

Harmonized liquidity reporting

Policies and guidelines

Systems and interfaces

Treasury organization
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Digital Treasury | Digitization as enabler to improve and add value
Digital potential
Cash mgmt.
and payments

►

►

►

►

Bank
relationship

►

►

1)
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Benefits

Mobile/tabloid payments for treasury system
user available, with some high level reports
New open-source payments protocol such as
Ripple allow for real-time settlements
Fintech start-ups (e.g. TraxPay, Taulia) offer real
time payments and working capital tools to
compete with corporate banks
“Collections on behalf of“ by means of a virtual
IBAN accounts (collection factory)

►

Account management (opening/closing,
master data maintenance etc.) electronically
Automated wallet sizing to assess banking
portfolio

►

Electronic Banking Internet Communication Standard

EY Digital Treasury

►
►

►

►
►

Lower and transparent
transaction costs
Real-time execution
Increased focus on cash
and liquidity (net working
capital), “cash as
corporate asset”
Better monitoring, control
and understanding of cash

Harmonised bank portfolio
Higher bargaining power
cost savings
Long-standing relationship

Digital Treasury | Digitization as enabler to improve and add value
Digital potential
Financial risk
mgmt.

►

►

Funding and
financing

►
►
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Deals (FX, IR) executed on multi-banking
electronic trading platforms; regulatory driven
Bank-independent vendors (e.g. Kantox for
peer-to-peer FX transactions) are gaining a
foothold in the financial market

Bank independent funding sources,
i.e. peer-to-peer platforms
New refinancing possibilities via electronic
trading platforms such as asset-backed
transactions or factoring etc.

EY Digital Treasury

Benefits

►

Increased transparency,
“best execution”
Cost savings
Regulatory compliance

►

Lower transactions costs

►

Bargaining power towards
traditional bank partners

►

Time saving procedures

►

►

Digital Treasury | Application of Artificial Intelligence
Customer virtual assistant: Cognitive
system to address customer queries through
rich chat-interface during IB sign-up

Examples of where Companies
continue to invest in data and
disruptive technology.

PPI (PIR) Automation: Set of technologies
designed to automate customer eligibility
questions from Claims Mgmt Co’s
Automating Income Verification: Improving
customer experience and reducing Mortgage
appointment time

Machine Learning: Improved
prediction that learns,
enhancing productivity

Better processing of customer feedback:
Tools to automate understanding of
customer feedback to save manual
processing
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Improving Savings forecasting & pricing:
advanced machine learning to improve
complex forecasting and pricing decisions
Improving capacity planning: Reduced
customer wait time and lower costs. Models
built for Connect & branch-level forecasting
Improving fraud outcomes: Predicting
credit and debit card fraud before it happens,
and using ML to improve detection rules

EY Digital Treasury

Digital Treasury | AI use cases driving revenue, improve efficiency or reduce risk
REVENUE
1

EFFICIENCY

Predicting advanced dormancy

Utilising ML to improve customer
interaction for Leading European bank
► 67% accurate advanced dormancy
prediction

2

Improved customer churn prediction

Using social network analytics to estimate
Customer Churn at a European bank
► 16% improvement in estimation
leading to proactive interventions

3

Improving call centre analytics

Deploy improved Call Centre Analytics
compared to existing vendor solution at
Tier 1 bank
► $50-$100m reduction in running cost
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4

Saving FTE with text analytics

Applied automated Text Analytics tool used
to analyse text data in disparate sources at
Leading European bank.
► 4 FTE saved

5

Better next best action engine

Next Best Action engine to better
understand customer purchase patterns at
Global bank
► 45% increase in prediction patterns

6

Optimising customer searches

Unsupervised clustering model to optimise
customer search algos at Large Banking
group
► 70% accurate classification

RISK
7

Detecting CNP fraud

Using predictive analytics to determine
‘card not present’ fraud detection
► 40% of total CNP Fraud for following
3 months were captured.

8

More efficient DOL Compliance review

Automating DOL Compliance using NLP
analytics model to identify fiduciary
concerns for Leading European bank
► 20X reduction in review time

9

UDAAP Compliance

UDAAP Compliance for Global Tier 1
bank
► +160% increase in detection
► -7x in false positives

Digital Treasury | Application of Intelligent Automation
Automation
Opportunity

Collateral
Management

Efficiency / Optimisation / Cost Savings

Asset and Liability
Management

Enhanced Analytics / Dashboards

Cash Management

Accuracy / Reconciliation / Control

Capital Management

Enhanced Timeliness and Frequency of Reporting / Metrics

Liquidity and Funding
Management

Balance Sheet
Management
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◑
◑
◕
◔
◕
◕

Regulatory and Management reporting (LCR, NSFR, ILST, Metrics/Limits, Intraday) –
source/normalise data, reconciliation, application of business rules and reporting (regulatory
templates, dashboards, variance/trend/exception analysis, and audit trail)

Regulatory reporting – source/normalise data from multiple systems, map to data
templates/schedule and apply business rules (where applicable), reconciliation to control
reports, data quality checks, and submission for approval

Disbursements – receive payment requests from internal and external systems,
validate/authenticate requests, interface with banks to process
FX hedging – source data on daily cash positions by currency, calculate FX hedge required,
populate hedge trade tickets, validate hedge positions
Data preparation – source data from multiple product systems and warehouses, apply
data quality rules, enhance with business rules, and normalise into standard formats
Forecasting – aggregate forecasts from multiple business lines and FP&A, aggregate and
normalise into standard formats
Margin call management – source data from multiple systems, calculate call requirements,
optimise collateral usage, book transactions, and process settlements
Reconciliation - source valuations from counterparties, reconcile to source systems, and
identify and breaks/disputes
Business reporting – Extract balance sheet data at the product level, gross up positions
to create a comprehensive view of the balance sheet, apply allocation methodologies to
understand impacts by business unit/financing activities, enrich with capital/liquidity/FTP costs
to identify binding constraints and excess capacities

Digital Treasury | Blockchain in Billing
Automate invoicing in a easier, cheaper, faster and more transparent way

Blockchain invoicing
software is ERP or
accounting system
agnostic

Seamlessly issue and
reconcile invoices in
real-time

When a payment is
made, everyone is
aware

Invoices can be
bought and sold in the
market

Software functions as a
blockchain service layer
that connects to an ERP.
Companies can use
blockchain software
without changing frontend ERP systems

The smart contract
functionality of
distributed ledger
technology enables
auto-reconciliation of
payments to
corresponding invoices

With smart contract
technology, invoice
terms are set and
connected to the bank
payment network. Once
the bank confirms the
payments, invoices are
automatically settled

Businesses can now
more easily offer their
invoices for sale on the
global factoring market
and receive payment
based on agreed upon
terms
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Digital Treasury | Intercompany – instant settlement
Typical intercompany issues

Blockchain-enabled functionality

Manual intercompany invoicing and payment procedures

Smart contracts

Lack of materiality thresholds for intercompany
allocations and journal entries
Inconsistent global intercompany processes due to
fragmented ownership
Manual Excel modeling and calculations

Description of use case
Using smart contract functionality, a client
could establish automated intercompany
transaction processes. These contracts could
have pre-developed processes, transaction
thresholds and use “Oracles” (e.g., Reuters to
inform exchange rates) to reduce manual
calculation.

Foreign currency exchange considerations
Distributed ledger with
immutable record

High volume of intercompany transactions
Use of disparate ERP systems
Inaccurate business unit reporting due to intercompany
transfer allocations and timing

Poor intercompany compliance
High volume of imbalanced transactions at period-end due
to differences in timing on ends of transaction
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Taking advantage of a single immutable
record, distributed across all nodes of the
network, a client could eliminate imbalanced
transactions and discrepancies between
different ERP systems. This would enable
more accurate and timey reporting and
improve compliance.

Digital Treasury | Cloud as Digital enabler
Finance is increasingly adopting
Cloud technology with major
vendors now focusing on their
Cloud offerings.
We’re seeing a global trend where organisations are
increasingly treating their Enterprise applications as
utilities managed by 3rd party Cloud vendors,
underpinned by advanced security, governance and
leading business processes.

Cost Saving: Usage based pricing model
saves significant infrastructure and FTE cost
Innovation: Try innovative technologies
(Bigdata, ML, AI) without technical and skills
barriers

CATEGORY
Legal,
Governance,
Regulatory
Security,
Privacy

CONSIDERATIONS
►

Dictates the Cloud service
model to choose (IaaS, SaaS,
etc.)

►

Data privacy regulations,
access management, multitenancy

►

In-house skills, training,
services realignment, Target
Operating model

►

Application architecture,
Development and support,
Migration strategy

►

SLAs, Availability
management, capacity
management, incident
management

►

On-Premise and Cloud
integration, data integration
patterns, Multi-cloud
integration

Multi-dimensional analysis and drill down
with multi-bases reporting as standard
Regulatory Focus: Cloud vendors keep their
applications up to date to meet the latest
regulatory requirements

Resource
Readiness

Technology
Flexibility: Pay-as-you-go service model
allows for greater flexibility
Process Standardisation: Opportunity to
standardise Finance processes since
customisations in Cloud are expensive

Scalability: Ability to scale back-office functions
rapidly in response to business growth
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Services

Integration

Digital Treasury | The future of Treasury
Treasury is shifting their focus from the regulatory driven agenda, emphasizing operations and reporting, to managing financial resources with the objective
of increasing cost efficiencies, NII, ROI, and ROE. Treasury needs to embrace new technologies to innovate and find new ways to manage the balance sheet.
The functions and objectives at the core of the Treasury will remain unchanged, however, the “how” will undergo significant transformation.

Cost Efficiency, NII, ROI, and ROE

Return

Fund the firm in a cost effective
manner

Core Treasury objectives
Manage liquidity, capital, and interest
Optimize return on the investment
rate risk
portfolio

Provide transparency into the balance
sheet

Digital Treasury transformation: Innovate

Strategic decision making: Optimize
Regulatory agenda: Restore




Sourcing granular data and developing
systems to meet enhanced regulatory
requirements
Creating regulatory and management
reporting capabilities



Consuming information, leveraging managed
services, global COEs, and broader shared
analytical capabilities



Using data granularity to develop an enriched
balance sheet



Understanding “levers” Treasury can execute
to manage risk, return and growth



Providing value-added services by
coordinating between business, control
functions, and risk to facilitate transparency
and consistency across the enterprise



Adopting technologies to innovate, automate,
and identify new ways to manage resources



Partnering with fintech firms and other
financial institutions to drive change in the
capital market to increase efficiencies

Automation, Advanced Data Analytics, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, and Managed Services
Digital Maturity
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Digital Treasury | Benefits achieved through Digital
Treasury is becoming leaner, more efficient, more transparent, and increasingly automated

Fund the firm in a
cost effective
manner

Manage liquidity,
capital, and
interest rate risk

 Fintech firms are disrupting
capital markets by driving trade
processing electronification
trends (e.g., smart contracts) to
reduce cost/complexity and
increase efficiency

 Optimize financial resources through
clear line of sight into liquidity and capital
balance consumption at the transaction
level

 Understand funding needs
through enhanced forecasting
techniques leveraging historical
data, key business drivers, and
market insights
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 Forward looking BAU and stress models
with increased granularity, timeliness
and accuracy
 Efficient resource allocation throughout
the firm leveraging blockchain
capabilities (both tokens and ledger
record keeping)

Optimize
investment
portfolio return

Provide
transparency into
the balance sheet

 Run a significant number of
simulations to identify portfolio
optimization strategies taking into
account liquidity, credit, and market
constraints

 Understand drivers of change
(supply and demand) by creating a
real time enriched balance sheet
leveraging automation and data
analytics tools

 Increase income and return by
leveraging AI driven investment
management tools that identify
opportunities in the rising interest
rate environment

 Increase return through transaction
level scenario analyses to identify
tangible actions for Treasury or real
time guidance to the business
 Accessible data any time, anywhere
by utilizing cloud computing
platforms

About EY | Building a better working world
At EY, we are committed
to building a better
working world — with
increased trust and
confidence in business,
sustainable growth,
development of talent in
all its forms and greater
collaboration.

We want to build a better working world through our own
actions and by engaging with like-minded organizations and
individuals. This is our purpose — and why we exist as an
organization.
Our commitment to entrepreneurs, in both emerging and
developed economies around the world, helps drive growth,
empower innovation, and helps to ensure that we’re working
with more of tomorrow’s global leaders today.
EY is a global leader in using our knowledge to your advantage.

Volatile markets and changing models create uncertainty.
Through EY insights, we ask better questions, to find better
answers and help you build a better working world.
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and
advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver
help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in
economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders
who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders.
In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working
world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or
more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited,
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide
services to clients. For more information about our
organization, please visit ey.com.
© 2018 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
EYG no. 02787-163GBL
BMC Agency
GA 0000_07258
ED None
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional advice. Please
refer to your advisors for specific advice.
The views of third parties set out in this publication are not necessarily the views of
the global EY organization or its member firms. Moreover, they should be seen in
the context of the time they were made.

ey.com
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